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1999 is the show consequent to the second Siliqoon Lab, an independent 
residency program aimed at the production of new works in collaboration 
with a network of selected local companies. 
  
Antoine Renard and Libby Rothfeld were hosted by MAMbo at Sandra Natali 
Residence and Xing/Raum in Bologna from the 19th to the 30th of 
September 2016. This experience originated a new corpus of works that 
shaped the exhibition. 
  
The exhibited works are made thanks to the collaboration of the 
following companies: 

Bottega Prata, wrought iron; Cangini & Tucci, blown glass; Cavalli, 
glass; Don Castorri, exorcist; FabLab Faenza, makers; Gamberini, stained 
glass; Leone Conti, winery; Vepram, plastics; WASP, digital craft; 
Marchi, fiberglass.  
  
In collaboration with MAMbo – Museo d’Arte Moderna in Bologna and with 
the support of Marsèll, Xing/Raum, Confartigianato Assimprese Bologna 
Metropolitana and Museo Carlo Zauli. 

Bios 
Antoine Renard (1984, France) lives and works in Berlin. 
His work has been showed at: Galerie Chez Valentin in Paris, Diesel 
Project Space in Liege, Kunsthalle Wien, König Galerie (Konsulat) in 
Berlin, S.A.L.T.S in Basel, Parc Saint Léger Centre d’art contemporain 
in Nevers, Museum Bärengasse in Zurich, Import Project, l’Atelier-ksr 
and Gillmeier Rech Gallery in Berlin. 

Libby Rothfeld (1990, USA) lives and works in New York. 
She got her BFA at New York University. Her most recent exhibitions 
include: Canada Gallery, New York; Bodega, New York; High Tide, 
Philadelphia and First Continent, Baltimore. 
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Slithering through a system of signs, gestures and symbols, Antoine 
Renard and Libby Rothfeld’s productions - which are usually more distant 
from each other - have here found a convergence point, bonding though 
those historical compression that arose from language path.  

Libby Rothfeld’s pieces are composed by four set designs made with 
different materials and objects, and based on ambiguous classifications. 
The trace here is double: some of them are identifiable everyday things, 
worn-out and suggesting curious narratives; others are mysterious 
assemblages where all details may look familiar, but their entirety make 
them uncontextualizable. A chain of works with many degrees of 
separation, linked to each other by labile details; every element is 
taken from both local and global collective imaginary, as result of 
cultural compressions that are flowing into totemic-arranged icons and 
playing with our trivia. Here every subject encloses multiple stories, 
shifting within eras and characters, towards the slippery solution of 
all its parts.  

Many-sided presence also come into view in Antoine Renard’s works, where 
the focus is indeed more addressed to human entity: its transient nature 
ripples against many sides, from plasm-like body casts surfacing the 
floor to videos shot during drone flight over a graveyard. Even the iron 
cross resemble a votive roadside shrine, sprinkled with wax and papered 
with Rothfeld’s surreal DIY flyers or ads. The collision between organic 
materials and industrial manufacture culminates in a cinetic sculpture 
that draws on a glass, splattering it through an oily loop. Gestures 
gather every work, no matter if they’re living or mechanic, sleek or 
decayed. 

1999 is a show of balance and compromise, not only because of the 
dichotomies implied in a two-person show, but because it discloses how 
predisposed and partial is our gaze is on the processes of time, an the 
experience in which the past is the herald. All pieces are autonomous 
yet related, revolving around each other, generating a theatrical maze 
in which every perspective funnels part of its tension. Videos and 
stained glass are all windows of the same Medieval church.
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